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series

series
A New Decade. New Stories. New Perspectives.
Welcome to the new decade! 2020 brings a full slate of exciting new talents, a fresh look at history and new seasons of our international
hit shows.
Beta Film again has a strong showing at this year’s Canneseries competition, with all but three world premieres, starting with the starstudded affair that changed history. Inspired by true events, ATLANTIC CROSSING centers on Crown Princess Märtha, who flees the Nazis
to live in the FDR White House and becomes an influential figure in world politics. Golden Globe®-winning and twice Emmy®-nominated
legendary actor Kyle MacLachlan (Twin Peaks) stars as US President Franklin D. Roosevelt alongside multi-awarded Sofia Helin (The
Bridge) in the limited event series.

welcome

Another strong woman is at the center of our second competition title. The dramedy series 257 REASONS TO LIVE revolves around the
truly unbreakable and charming Zhenya. At only thirty, she beats cancer; but when everyone she leaned on turns out to be a massive jerk,
she sets out to check off every wish on her bucket list – 257 of them – and she will fulfill them all, no matter how crazy they are!
Finally, CRYPTID, the first-ever Nordic YA supernatural short-format series will celebrate its Canneseries world premiere and follows two
teenage siblings, who, after a chain of tragic events, have to face their darkest fears in order to overcome an evil force feeding on chaos
and the misery of mankind.
Lastly, Beta is proud to introduce the highest-budget contemporary Movistar+ drama series to date. Executed by an award-winning
creative team, LA UNIDAD is action-laden, highly emotional Spanish storytelling at its best. Shot in five international locations the nearfuture vision of Southern Europe and Northern Africa under attack by a terrorist strike centers on a handful of easily forgotten but truly
heroic women and men.
It’s a new decade full of new perspectives and exciting stories.
Discover them with us and have a great market!
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events

limited event series

Based on true events, ATLANTIC CROSSING is the untold story of the Norwegian Crown Princess
becoming a very influential figure in world politics during World War II, depicting the tragic events
of the war from a unique and unseen perspective.
Starring Sofia Helin (THE BRIDGE) as Crown Princess Märtha and Kyle MacLachlan (TWIN PEAKS)
as U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt.
1940. Norway is occupied by Nazi Germany. Crown Princess Märtha and her children find shelter as political refugees
in the White House. Her presence in Washington soon influences President Roosevelt’s views on the tragic events
unfolding in Europe and eventually changes the dynamics of U.S. politics significantly. What starts as a friendship
turns into affection and turmoil when Märtha speaks out publicly against the Nazi tyranny. In an attempt to fight for
her country, she puts her marriage at risk and convinces the President to support Norway – a first step in the struggle
that will lead to the U.S. joining the war. However, Märtha’s actions cause her to make many enemies, some of them
even closer than she thinks: within the walls of the White House.

8 hours | Drama | EN, NO
Starring Kyle MacLachlan, Sofia Helin, Tobias Santelmann, Harriet Samson Harris, Søren Pilmark, Daniel Betts, Lucy Russell
Directed by Alexander Eik
Produced by Cinenord in co-production
with Beta Film for NRK
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event series

event series

Executed by an award-winning creative team, LA UNIDAD is not just the next shot
at the task force genre. It is the story of a handful of easily forgotten but truly
heroic women and men.
Melilla. Tangiers. Toulouse. In the dark of night, officers from the Spanish, Moroccan and French police forces carry
out a synchronized anti-jihadist strike, but retaliation looms.
Madrid. An ordinary apartment house. This used to be the home of Carla, Marcos and their eight-year-old daughter
Lua. Now Marcos has moved out. Carla is the head of the counter-terrorist squad, Marcos her first officer. Used to
following Carla’s orders on the job, Marcos can’t grasp why he and Carla are history.
Despite the secret she’s keeping from Marcos, Carla just needs to get things done. Like detecting the terrorists’
hidden agenda before more lives are sacrificed. Or organizing Lua’s Communion. Or making the tough choices a
strong leader must – like removing rookie agent Miriam from Marcos’ command to go on her own vital mission.

A MOVISTAR+ ORIGINAL SERIES

LA UNIDAD
CREATED BY
DANI DE LA TORRE AND
ALBERTO MARINI

6 hours | Drama | ES
Starring Nathalie Poza, Michel Noher, Marian Álvarez, Luis Zahera, Raúl Fernández De Pablo, Carlos Blanco, Fele Martínez
Directed by Dani de la Torre
Produced by Movistar+ in collaboration with Vaca Films and Beta Film
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series

YA supernatural thriller from the Nordic. Based on an idea by Sylvain Runberg,
author of the graphic novel adaptation of Stieg Larsson’s MILLENIUM trilogy.
By the producers of AGENT HAMILTON and MIDNIGHT SUN.
After their mother’s tragic and untimely death several years ago, the siblings Niklas and Lisa have been struggling to
piece their lives back together. While Lisa chose to run away and find a new life elsewhere, Niklas has stayed behind
to take care of their grieving father. When the horrific and seemingly supernatural death of his classmate coincides
with the return of his long-lost sister, the high-school student’s fragile sanity is quickly falling apart. As terror spreads
among the students, Niklas is forced to deal with adolescent drama, mental illness and the rising suspicion of being
a killer. At the same time, Lisa starts to have strange visions of her mother, blood rituals and the occult. As she digs
deeper into her mother’s mysterious death, an evil from the past reveals itself to feast on the chaos and misery of
humankind.

10 x 30 min | Thriller, Mystery | SV
Starring Julius Fleischanderl, Astrid Morberg, Maja Johanna Englander, Johan Hedenberg, Deniece Ignacio Nyman, Amanda Lindh, Angelina Håkansson
Directed by David Berron
Produced by Dramacorp
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Even though she beat cancer, Zhenya’s life falls apart as everyone she leaned on turns
out to be a massive jerk. But this young woman is truly unbreakable and she sets out
to check off every wish on her bucket list: 257 of them – and she will fulfill them all!
At only thirty, Zhenya has had it rough. But after three years of fighting, the unthinkable happens: her cancer is in
remission! Yet what should be the happiest day of her life quickly turns into a disaster. Her boyfriend doesn’t waste
time and dumps her on the spot. You’re better? Good-bye then. At work, everyone is more irritated to see her alive
than happy to see her back. And her younger sister Sonya, self-obsessed Insta-Queen, won’t let go of the income
she created from online fundraising for Zhenya’s treatment. All of this is enough to break a person. But not Zhenya!
The answer is an old notebook she started when she was first diagnosed. In it: a bucket list of 257 wishes – small and
silly, epic and complex, grounded and ambitious. The plan: do everything on the list. Off to new adventures, Zhenya
is determined to keep her chin up – and is immediately run over by Konstantin, a grumpy yet handsome stranger…
well, when life hands you lemons, be sure to ask for more!

13 x 30 min | Dramedy | RU
Starring Polina Maximova, Egor Koreshkov, Maksim Lagashkin, Julia Topolnitskaya, Kirill Nagiev, Roman Maykin, Marusya Fomina, Anna Nevskaya
Directed by Maksim Sveshnikov
Produced by Yellow, Black and White, Start and Super Production
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When Metin suddenly and unexpectedly becomes the single dad of his
6-month-old daughter, his world is turned upside down. Now, he has to
balance the chaos of life on his own – or so he thinks…
Let’s be honest. The male Homo Sapiens found wiping a snotty nose on the playground is still a rare species, even in a
hipster hotbed like Berlin. Yet this is exactly the situation Metin finds himself in. After Emma, his girlfriend and mother
of his 6-month-old daughter Lene, suddenly dies, there’s not much time for grieving – the baby needs care, 24/7.
Metin always thought of himself as the epitome of the 21st Century Dad, but now, he is completely overwhelmed.
Raised by a single mother himself, he is quick to wall off any help coming from her. Like all children, Metin hopes to
be nothing like her as a parent and looks to other men as exemplars of his ideals of fatherhood. No, he surely knows
better! However, losing the love of his life has an effect on Metin’s relationships with the various people around him:
friends, family, colleagues and strangers. Most of all, how he sees himself. He has to grow up for Lene and learn how
to balance parenthood, masculinity, responsibility – and time for Playstation.

6 x 30 min | Dramedy | DE
Starring Max Mauff, Amelie Kiefer, Nicki von Tempelhoff, Lia von Blara, Lina Wendel, Maryam Zaree, Bastian Reiber
Directed by Jano Ben Chaabane
Produced by Readymade Films in co-production with JOYN and rbb

18

series

In a juvenile detention center at the Gulf of Naples, the inmates are dealing
with power structures and adult expectations. Yet being locked up does not
stop them from dreaming of a better tomorrow.
Naples: still an organized crime stronghold. For many teenagers, doing time is part of their “job”. Yet Filippo and
Carmine never imagined themselves to go down this path. Filippo, who comes from a well-off family from the North,
has dreams of becoming a musician. Carmine, from a Camorra family, wants to become a famous hairdresser instead
of taking up the family business. Both of them have committed serious crimes, their dreams cut short as their freedom
taken is away. Will they be strong enough to oppose the attacks from fellow detainee Ciro, the young, up-andcoming crime boss? What chances are there for young love, as Filippo falls for female inmate Naditza? Though the
prison’s director Paola and correctional officer Massimo still try hard to help these “flawed” kids, the boys and girls
behind bars are often left to fend for themselves. What they share though is a beautiful view over the sea promising
a future in which their dreams may come true.

12 hours | Drama | IT
Starring Carolina Crescentini, Carmine Recano, Valentina Romani, Nicolas Maupas, Massimiliano Caiazzo, Giacomo Giorgio
Directed by Carmine Elia
Produced by Picomedia and RAI
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Three young military cadets, each driven by their very own motives, on their strenuous
way to become fighter pilots: From their rigorous training to their first combat
missions in the Middle East, their camaraderie is put to a merciless test.
When bad boy Rutger signs up for the Royal Dutch Military Academy, it is less out of patriotism than self-preservation.
It’s an easy choice: Join or go to jail. Soon, he adjusts to the rigorous training and humiliations by his commanding
officer and teams up with two fellow cadets. Guus, the General’s son, and Leyla, determined to prove herself. As
different as they are, they share the same dream: to earn their wings and fly the legendary F16. Strengthened by a
growing bond, the three of them stick together against bullies and rivals. The demands of flight school, followed by
their tough combat training in Arizona, put their stamina to the test. Yet, against all odds, they graduate with flying
colors. And, as they find love and adventure, some of their doubts and fears are put to rest. Except for Rutger, whose
troubling past comes back to haunt him. And when they are sent on a dangerous combat mission to the Middle East,
they will have to learn that war is more than just a military exercise.

8 hours | Action, Adventure | NL
Starring Josha Stradowski, Soy Kroon, Sinem Kavus, Bart Harder, Gijs Scholten van Aschat, Fedja van Huêt, Hans Kesting
Directed by Bobby Boermans
Produced by The Storytellers Film & TV in co-production with Tom de Mol for NPO/EO
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After the roaring ratings success of the first season,
Hudson & Rex are back for more!
new
season
available

Detective Charlie Hudson has a team he can count on, for the St. John’s major crimes unit has all it takes! Always on
Charlie’s side: former K-9 German Shepherd Rex, who has saved Charlie’s life in more than one way. He’s the heart
of the unit that is aided by Dr. Sarah Truong, the young and attractive Head of Forensics – who might become more
than just a colleague to Charlie. Headed by the hard-boiled Superintendent Joe Donovan, who never cracks under
pressure, and completed by Jesse, the tech analyst, who’s an absolute computer genius, it is Rex, who keeps the
team‘s spirits high in face of St. John’s seedy elements they have to hunt down every day. It’s not only Charlie’s tireless
dedication that makes this unit special – Rex’s keen, super-human senses, stealth and agility are often what helps
them to wipe out the crime that washes up on St John’s shore. From kidnapping, homicide and hostage situations, to
fraud and corruption in high places, Charlie, Rex and their team are a force to be reckoned with.

season 3 in production | 32 hours (2 seasons) | Crime | EN
Starring John Reardon (THE KILLING), Mayko Nguyen (CRACKED), Kevin Hanchard, Justin Kelly
Directed by Felipe Rodriguez, Alison Reid, John Vatcher
Produced by Shaftesbury, Pope Productions and Beta Film for Rogers Media / Citytv
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Professor T.

new
season
available

german Remake

Once upon a time in Sicily – a true story.
January 1996. After years of waiting, arrests and sleepless nights, Antimafia
prosecutor Saverio is over the moon. Not only has he finally married
Giada, he’s also closer to catching his most wanted prey: Giovanni Brusca.
The brutal head of the Cosa Nostra has held little Giuseppe Di Matteo
hostage for over two years. Saverio has to act fast! Even though the boy
still alive, he is but a pawn in a sick game of thrones played by the Brusca
brothers. While Giovanni’s stalling to kill the kid puts his leadership in
doubt, Enzo can’t wait to end his life. And when things go wrong at
Saverio’s long-planned raid of the Brusca hideout, his life is falling apart
before his eyes. But he is determined: Hunting season is not over yet…

“You scratch my back and I‘ll scratch yours” has always been the directive in
Cologne. Why not resort to more drastic measures? But don‘t expect to get
away with murder – Criminologist Professor Jasper Thalheim will catch you.
He has a brilliant mind… and a few dozen neurological disorders. In fact,
this Sherlock needs two Watsons: the explosive Anneliese and Daniel, the
quiet behind-the-scenes operator. Most importantly, they‘re fairly immune
to Professor T‘s razor-sharp comments. One thing is for sure; this Homicide
Department has saddled itself with a team of high-powered experts who are
aces in solving murders. But they cannot carry on a normal conversation.

Just when it seemed that he couldn‘t screw up any further, event photographer
Jesús takes the concept of shamelessly putting his foot in it to an unheard
new level – one of national dimensions! In the third season of the multi-award
winning comedy series, Jesús is caught slapping his adoptive son Yussuf on
national TV when Yussuf simply doesn’t appreciate the live basketball game
Jesús has treated him to as much as the game on his smartphone... In a plot
that turns from hilarious, to tragic, to thriller and back, Jesús becomes a
national outrage, once again turning humiliation into heroism, however, in his
very own way.

new
season
available

new
season
available

20 hours (2 seasons) | Crime | IT
Starring Francesco Montanari, Miriam Dalmazio, David Coco,
Alessio Praticò, Edoardo Pesce, Paolo Briguglia
Produced by Cross Productions and Beta Film in collaboration with
Rai Fiction
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16 hours (4 seasons) | Crime | DE

23 x 30 min (3 seasons) | Comedy | ES

Starring Matthias Matschke, Lucie Heinze, Andreas Helgi Schmid

Starring Javier Gutiérrez, Malena Alterio, Yannick Nguenkam, Vito Sanz

Produced by Rowboat Film- und Fernsehproduktion for ZDF

Produced by Movistar+ in collaboration with Apache Films
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limited series

limited series

YEARS
An epic saga of the senselessness of war and its aftermath.
Based on the bestselling novel by Siegfried Lenz.
Directed by Academy Award® Winner Florian Gallenberger.
Summer 1944: Fighting a war that is already lost, Walter, a young German soldier, is en route to the Eastern Front
when his train is blown up by a landmine. Luckily, he survives and is instead posted to a small unit in the Polish woods,
surrounded by partisans. Ordered by his sadistic commander to perform deeds of brutality, he is soon torn between
a sense of duty, guilt and his conscience, not made any easier by his love for the Polish partisan Wanda, who is expecting his child. Sworn to uphold his military vows, he is yet disgusted by the escalating cruelty and, like many of
his compatriots, no longer knows why, who, or what he’s fighting for. Escaping death when his unit is wiped out and
faced by this moral dilemma, he ultimately defects, and, by January 1945, is part of the Red Army – sure that he is
finally fighting for the right cause. Yet in the aftermath of war, in Berlin’s Soviet Zone, he has his doubts as he realizes
that neither he nor the country can shed the burdens of the past. Once again, as his fate hangs in the balance, he is
forced to make a moral decision, defecting yet again – this time, to the West.

4 hours | Drama | DE
Starring Jannis Niewöhner, Malgorzata Mikolajczak, Sebastian Urzendowsky, Rainer Bock, Bjarne Mädel, Ulrich Tukur
Directed by Florian Gallenberger
Produced by Dreamtool Entertainment for NDR, ARD Degeto and SWR
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movie cycle

movie cycle

The mysterious Daniel saves Alison and her
brother from a vicious shark attack – but it turns
out he wants much more in return...
Starring Houston Stevenson (ARROW) and Felicity
Mason (MORTIFIED)
What starts as an idyllic day at the beach suddenly turns into a matter
of life and death when Alison and her younger brother Kevin are saved
from a vicious shark attack by the brooding yet mysterious Daniel. To
Alison’s mother, Diana, Daniel is a hero. To Alison’s boyfriend, Carson,
Daniel is a threat whose stories don’t quite add up. Daniel charms his
way into Diana’s heart and home, but Alison grows suspicious of his
odd and protective behavior. When Alison’s loved ones start to go
missing, she discovers Daniel isn’t who he says he is, and that he has a
dark past. The only thing that is for sure is that Daniel won’t stop until
Alison belongs to him… and Alison has to stop him, before he’ll get to
Diana and Kevin!

new
episodes
available

34

With three nations – Germany, Switzerland and Austria – sharing its shores, Lake
Constance has stories to tell, of hidden secrets under water and of gruesome
murders only mentioned in a whisper… This is the workplace of German
homicide inspector Micha Oberländer and his Austrian partner Hannah Zeiler.
Contrary to Hannah and her brilliant – and maybe slightly autistic – mind, Micha
sees things pragmatically; it‘s the only way he can. But in the end, Hannah and
Micha enjoy each other‘s company more than they would like to admit.

When a gourmet guide mistakes a high-class restaurant with a home-style
eatery just because they share the same name, both owners are shocked. Now
former star chef Rufus loses his prestigious status and clients, while down-toearth Toni is afraid to scare off her working-class regulars due to a flood of
snooty foodies. To stir up the public interest, Rufus tries to butter off Toni to
get her to participate in a cook-off – which no doubt will be humiliating for her!
But when Toni starts to fall for his charms, Rufus starts to notice that stars are
not the only thing worth fighting for. Because love doesn‘t always stick to the
recipe and there‘s plenty of ways to reach for the stars!

new
episodes
available

new
episodes
available

2 x two hours movie cycle | Thriller | EN

13 x two hours movie cycle | Crime | DE

4 x two hours movie cycle | Romantic Comedy | DE

Produced by Johnson Production Group for Lifetime

Produced by Rowboat Film- und Fernsehproduktion in co-production
with Graf Filmproduktion, ZDF and ORF

Produced by Bantry Bay for ARD Degeto
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movie cycle

Anne is in her 50s and the kind of woman who doesn‘t care for chitchat,
formalities or feigning friendliness. During her years as a spy for East Germany,
she always got right to the point; her resoluteness and quick decision-making
were major assets in her life and career. Now, Anne and her business partner
Youssef prefer to investigate on their own, as private detectives who are using
every trick in the book. They make for an odd couple as they go on to solve
case after case – bending the rules and making powerful enemies in the
process – and sometimes, it gets very personal.

movie cycle

After five years in Canada, Jonas returns to Europe and takes up a job as a
park ranger in a stunningly beautiful sandstone national park full of rocky
canyons and lush forests. Jonas‘ duties are manifold: taking care of visitors and
nature, but also those of law enforcement, firefighting and mountain rescue.
He has to prove his many practical talents, empathy and dedication – within
his professional and personal life alike. Only his love life is lacking direction.
That is something he shares with his colleague, the beautiful biologist Emilia.
It might just be their shared interest in protecting nature which will bring them
closer together.

new
episodes
available

new
episodes
available

5 x two hours movie cycle | Thriller | DE

4 x two hours movie cycle | Drama | DE

Produced by Odeon TV by Novafilm Fernsehproduktion for ARD Degeto

Produced by ndF: neue deutsche Filmgesellschaft for ARD Degeto
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THE WEIGHT OF

louis van
Beethoven

STEEL
Inspired by true events, an epic clash between
conscience and commerce and two strong and
very different personalities results in a moral
turning point for post-war Germany.
1973: Krupp, Germany’s industrial steel giant, is verging on bankruptcy.
Berthold Beitz, the company’s CEO for over 20 years, hopes to save it
by giving it a new face. He commissions Golo Mann, son of the famed
author Thomas, to pen the biography of Krupp’s founder. But the more
the historian digs into the past, the more his focus shifts to Beitz’s own
story. During WWll, he saved hundreds of Jews in occupied Poland
and is still haunted by those he couldn’t save. How can he reconcile
that with saving the nation’s former armory? A moral dilemma between
conscience and commerce and two very different men. Beitz is forced
to confront and accept his past and, once he does, becomes a beacon
of hope for post-war Germany.

Beethoven has always been passionate about three things: music, freedom and verity. His battle against musical
and social conventions lasts all his life – but his opus will last forever. Starring Tobias Moretti (BAD BANKS) and
Ulrich Noethen (DOWNFALL)
1779. Eight-year-old Ludwig van Beethoven, called “Louis”, is already known as a musical prodigy. He learns to go his own
way – much to the dismay of the people around him. Some years later, he meets Mozart during times of political upheaval.
The unconventional genius and French Revolution are sparking a fire in Louis’ heart; he doesn’t want to serve a master – only
the arts! Facing times of family tragedies and unrequired love, he almost gives up. However, Louis makes it to Vienna to study
under Haydn in 1792, and the rest is history. Who was this man, whose music has since touched countless hearts and minds?
At the end of his life, the master is isolated by loss of loved ones and hearing. Surely though, he was way ahead of his times…

two hours | Historical Drama | DE

two hours | Drama | DE

Directed by Niki Stein

Produced by Zeitsprung Pictures and TE Trebitsch Entertainment
for WDR and ARD Degeto

Produced by EIKON Media for ARD Degeto, WDR, ORF
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LOST IN
MARSEILLE
A stay-at-home husband, Bruno is frantic when
his wife Katja is abducted in Marseille. Suddenly
out of his element, he finds unexpected courage
as he sets out to save her.

A

BITTER
PILL

Starring Fabian Busch (LOOK WHO‘S BACK) and
Sabrina Amali (4 BLOCKS)
Bruno’s life veers out of control when his wife Katja suddenly vanishes in
Marseille. From stay-at-home husband to reluctant hero, his courage is
put to the test as he frantically searches for clues as to who abducted her
and why. Could it be connected to her high-powered job in a German
bank? Bruno follows the clues, with Aliya, the Moroccan cab driver, at his
side. When they finally locate someone who could cast some light on
Katja’s disappearance, it is only to find him dead. Katja clearly had some
dangerous secrets and the closer they get to the truth, the more dangerous it becomes. Yet, Bruno is determined to save her – and not even a
passionate night with Aliya can weaken his resolve.

Carsten is faced with a moral dilemma when he discovers the dangerous side effects of a new anti-baby pill being
launched by his company. Starring Stephan Kampwirth (DARK) and Nina Kronjäger (THE ELEMENTARY PARTICLES)
“Bellacara“, a new anti-baby pill, is set to go on the market as a lifestyle product for teenagers. Carsten, who works for the big pharma
company, is responsible for submitting all medical data for official approval. When he discovers the pill’s dangerous side effects, he
insists on more research. Yet, as time is money, he is obstructed by the entire team, and most vehemently by his boss, Sabine. As their
affair already broke up his marriage, he is stunned to realize that the woman he loves – for whom he had sacrificed everything – has
just been toying with him. Clearly, his job is in jeopardy if he doesn’t back down. But when Carsten discovers that his own daughter is
taking the pill, his dilemma is suddenly two-fold…

40

two hours | Drama | DE

two hours | Thriller | DE

Directed by Isa Prahl

Directed by Roland Suso

Produced by Westside Filmproduktion for ARD Degeto

Produced by Lailaps Pictures for ARD Degeto
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Josh and Jules have found their dream house.
But their interior designer Morgan follows her
own deadly agenda and their dream turns into a
nightmare.
Starring Maiara Walsh (DESPERATE HOUSEWIVES)
and John DeLuca (GENERAL HOSPITAL)
Happily married Jules and Josh have finally found their dream house:
Maple Estate. By chance, they find a card in their letterbox, advertising
interior designer Morgan. But is it really by chance? A dark secret seems
to surround her and strangely, people getting close to the truth disappear. While revamping the mansion, Morgan intrudes ever more in Jules’
and Josh’s lives, even moves in with them. When she then tries to use
her allure to drive a wedge between the young couple, they finally face
the ugly truth. Turns out, Megan secretly craves to possess Maple Estate
and would even kill for it! The fight for a dream house culminates in a
deadly showdown…
two hours | Thriller | EN
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dNA
Killer
After Sarah’s best friend is murdered, a DNA test shows that one of her family members is the killer… but who?
Starring Brooke Nevin (SCORPION) and Darin Brooks (THE BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL)
Sarah, who’s grown up as an orphan, has lived all her life in the small town where she runs an ice cream parlor with her brother Will and
cousin April. When her best friend Victoria gifts her a genetic testing kit, she’s excited to learn more about her family. But then, Victoria
is murdered. Traces of DNA found on her body are a close match to Sarah’s from the testing site’s database. The killer must be related!
Is it her cousin Lyle, who’s been acting strange lately? Then, when April follows up on a clue, she too is killed. Now, all evidence points
to Will, who had been having an illicit affair with Victoria. Sarah can’t believe it. Is it a set-up? As she gets closer to the truth, Sarah soon
finds herself in mortal danger…

two hours | Thriller | EN

Directed by Jake Helgren

Directed by Lisa France

Produced by The Ninth House for Lifetime

Produced by Cartel Pictures
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When city girl Katie gets to write a feature about a
luxury camping resort, she reluctantly takes it as a
chance to boost her career. It takes the charms of
outdoorsman Will to make her change her heart.

Hired to arrange a joyous Christmas for an
aristocratic client, Lauren falls for their handsome
son as she’s infecting him with the holiday spirit.
Love seems on the cards – until a rival appears.

Starring Emilie Ullerup (ARCTIC AIR) and
Christopher Russell (UNREAL)

Starring Erica Deutschman (SHADOWHUNTERS) and
Chad Connell (MARY KILLS PEOPLE)

Finally! Katie is offered to write her first magazine feature... on a glamping resort. Glamping? It‘s camping with glamour. Katie hates the outdoors, but this could be her big break, so she accepts. Rugged ”camp
butler” Will is supposed to show her the whole resort. Two worlds collide:
city slicker vs nature boy! But by showing her the irresistible beauty of the
wilderness and fun of risky sports, Will makes klutzy Katie overcome her
fears and change her heart forever. The more they spend time together,
the more she focuses on him, as much in her article as privately. But then
there‘s Olivia, VIP guest at the resort and Will‘s ex. The stronger the bond
between Katie and Will grows, the more she seeks to spoil it for them…

Meet Lauren, a Christmas enthusiast who has turned her love for the
holidays into a career. When the aristocratic Anderson family hires her,
her mission is clear: making Christmas into a magical event for them!
Lauren’s resolve doesn’t change the fact that she is intimidated by such
nobility, but she finds an ally in the family housekeeper. Joyce knows the
Andersons in and out – and points Lauren to their handsome son James,
who should know all about the family traditions. In the middle of closing
a business deal, he feels hassled at first, but Lauren is persistent. As she
rekindles happy childhood memories, James is infected by her Christmas
spirit. Love is in the air – until Maryam, his old childhood friend, enters
the scene…

two hours | Romantic Comedy | EN

two hours | Romantic Comedy | EN

Directed by Marita Grabiak

Directed by Marita Grabiak

Produced by Novus and Johnson Production Group for Hallmark

Produced by Novus and Johnson Production Group for Hallmark
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movie

movie

When Mia travels to her hometown to help
organize its annual Snowflake Festival, she
gains more than she bargained for; Adam, the
festival founders‘ grandson is stubborn but also
spellbinding.

Marry
Me...
Later

Starring Jessica Lowndes (90210) and B.J. Britt
(Marvel‘s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.)
It’s Christmas season! Mia is stressed out: a window designer for a Boston luxury department store, she must win an upcoming competition
to stay employed. But her family needs her as the local Snowflake Festival is up a creek and the handsome but traditionalist manager Adam
is out of ideas. So she goes to Connecticut for the weekend. Mia feels
inspired and is hopeful she can save the festival – but Adam resists all
innovation. He‘s cute though and her charm and hands-on ways win
him over: opposites attract! Mia even skips work to stay longer. They
infect the whole town with their Christmas spirit, as everyone comes
together to help. However, Mia also has to keep her job. Will she be
able to fit it all in... including Adam?
two hours | Romantic Comedy | EN

Paradise lost - Sebastian and Jana split up. His parents send him away to get to his senses, but things get out of
hand as they all end up at Croatia‘s soothing coast…
Gisela and Werner run a thriving joinery with their son Sebastian and his girlfriend Jana – who suddenly split up. Shocked, the parents
send Sebastian to Uncle Franjo in Croatia, hoping he‘ll sow his wild oats there and return to marry Jana. But he falls for Mila, a pretty
blogger who sails the seas. The parents hastily join him to prevent the worst and lure Jana over who regrets the breakup. Life by the
sea brings out suppressed desires in all of them: Franjo reconnects with Gisela, Werner befriends Mila and Sebastian realizes that he‘s
not made for the sea, but for Jana. In the end, Jana sets sail with Mila to sow her wild oats, Gisela and Werner stay by the sea, Sebastian
leaves to take care of the family business and wait for Jana.
two hours | Romantic Comedy | DE

Directed by Colin Theys
Produced by Brainstorm Media for Lifetime
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Produced by filmpool fiction for ARD Degeto
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movie

movie

After a 25-year marriage, Doris finds out about
her husband Georg’s affair with a student. As they
try to find a civilized way through the minefield
that is a divorce via couple’s therapy, they soon
realize that nothing is easy in matters of love and
separation…
Starring Martina Gedeck (THE LIVES OF OTHERS) and
Ulrich Tukur (JOHN RABE)
With two kids, a house, a dog, and two fiftieth birthdays, Doris and
Georg are the perfect middle-class couple. That doesn‘t stop them
from separating after nearly a quarter-century marriage. As the couple
attempt to analyze their past in joint therapy sessions, Doris‘ newfound
freedom allows her to blossom in both her professional and personal
life, while Georg‘s affair with a much younger doctoral student starts to
fall apart. He‘s bothered by Doris‘ ability to thrive without him. Can he
turn things around? Will Doris let him? And is that what both of them
really want?
two hours | Drama | DE
Directed by Rainer Kaufmann
Produced by Relevant Film for ARD Degeto
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feature films

feature film

A FILM BY MARCO

feature film

D’AMORE
Set between post-earthquake Naples in the 1980s and present-day Riga, the
cinematic spin-off from the international hit series Gomorrah follows the early life
and current exile of Ciro Di Marzio, aka “The Immortal”.
Having been shot in the chest by his only real friend Genny, Ciro sinks down into the dark waters of the Gulf of Naples.
As he drifts towards the depths, memories float upwards. Faint sounds find their way through the cold embrace of
the water – muffled screams of panic! It’s 1980. A devastating earthquake sends buildings crashing down. Yet from
underneath the rubble, the cry of a newborn baby emerges. It is none other than Ciro di Marzio. From that day on,
he will be known as “The Immortal”. Years later, Ciro survives even that fateful gunshot. What they say is true: no
one and nothing can kill the Immortal. From his past as an orphan to his present-day Baltic exile, from his first petty
thefts to all-out gang warfare: Ciro confronts head-on whatever comes his way, in a world in which immortality is just
another form of damnation.

SENSATIONAL

$7 MILLION
BOX OFFICE IN ITALY
50

116 min | Crime, Drama | IT
Starring Marco D’Amore, Giuseppe Aiello, Salvatore D’Onofrio, Giovanni Vastarella, Aleksei Guskov, Marianna Robustelli, Martina Attanasio
Directed by Marco D’Amore
Produced by Cattleya with Vision Distribution in collaboration with Sky, Timvision and Beta Film
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feature film
SPECIAL
JURY AWARD

BEST
ACTRESS

ECUMENICAL
JURY AWARD

BEST
DIRECTOR

FIPRESCI
AWARD

Karlovy Vary

Karlovy Vary

Karlovy Vary

Munich

Munich

feature film

From the director of the European Film Award-winning OH BOY, Jan-Ole Gerster.

From the director of BREATHING (Cannes 2011).

It‘s Lara‘s 60th birthday, and she has every reason to celebrate: This evening, her son Viktor will be giving the most important
piano concert of his career. Lara was, after all, the one who had mapped out and driven his musical career. Yet Viktor has been
unreachable for weeks and nothing indicates that Lara will be welcome at his debut performance. Without further ado, she buys
up all the remaining tickets and hands them out to everyone she meets. The more Lara strives to make the evening successful,
however, the more events get out of control.

Heinrich, a cranky 93-year-old, lives on a small allotment in Vienna. When his dog dies, he decides to bury him behind his cabin.
Failing to do so himself, he begrudgingly hires a young man from Afghanistan, Adib. While the two struggle to trust each other,
Adib finds ways to appease the angry old man. A little while after the work is done, Heinrich finds Adib unconscious and he knows
he will need to help the young man. Adib refuses to go to hospital, fearing deportation. Heinrich decides to take matters into his
own hands and the two spend a night together that is so full of chance, will power, and inner revelation, it’s hard to believe that
these two found each other!
98 min | Tragicomedy | DE

89 min | Drama | DE

Starring Corinna Harfouch (DOWNFALL), Tom Schilling (GENERATION WAR, OH BOY), Rainer Bock (THE WHITE RIBBON, TWO LIVES, BARBARA), Volkmar Kleinert

Starring Borhanulddin Hassan Zadeh, Heinz Trixner

Produced by Schiwago Film GmbH in co-production with Studiocanal

Produced by epo-film
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feature film

feature film

From the director of PEAKY BLINDERS.
From the producers of BULLHEAD and RACER AND THE JAILBIRD.

Three teams of police officers patrol the streets of Sofia in this sometimes tragic, often amusing and acutely
true-to-life portrait of a society losing all sense.

Patrick is the handyman on his father‘s naturist campsite. His spare time is dedicated to his hobby, designing and building furniture. When Patrick loses his hammer, his quest to retrieve it takes him to the farthest corners of the camping grounds. Sure enough,
when his father passes away, Patrick‘s quest turns existential. As his safety bubble pops, everything he took for granted changes.
Is he mourning because of his father? Or is he thinking mostly about his lost hammer? In the meantime, the resident campers are
beginning to question Patrick‘s leadership abilities, fearing for the survival of their beloved sanctuary.

Sofia, the early hours of November 9, 2019. As the country prepares to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall
and the regime change in Bulgaria, three police patrol cars roam the streets of the sleeping city. The officers on their rounds are
on a journey through a society that is still looking for its purpose and identity after three decades of transition. They witness scenes
of survival and failure, of lives saved while others are lost, of generosity dissolving into social cruelty and indifference. In the end,
the elusive preservation of dignity seems to be the sole point of getting through the night.

97 min | Tragicomedy | NL, FR, EN

106 min | Drama | BG

Starring Kevin Janssens (THE ARDENNES), Jemaine Clement (FLIGHT OF THE CONCHORDS), Pierre Bokma, Katelijne Damen (GIRL), Hannah Hoekstra

Starring Irini Zhambonas (DIRECTIONS), Stefan Denolyubov (DIRECTIONS), Vassil Vassilev (DIRECTIONS), Ivan Barnev (DIRECTIONS)

Produced by Savage Film in co-production with Versus Production, Topkapi Films, Eyeworks Film & TV Drama

Produced by Argo Film in co-production with SEE Film PRO, Deuxième Ligne Films and EZ Films
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feature film

feature film

Based on the international bestseller translated
into over 40 languages.
From the producers of TONI ERDMANN. Starring
Alexander Fehling (LABYRINTH OF LIES).
Original soundtrack by Oscar® nominee
Hauschka (LION, ADRIFT, HOTEL MUMBAI).
Emmi would like to cancel her subscription to “Like” magazine via e-mail.
But due to a typo, her messages land in Leo Leike‘s inbox. When Emmi
repeatedly sends mails to the wrong address, Leo decides to inform
her of her mistake. This marks the beginning of an extraordinary e-mail
exchange, one that could only be held between two strangers. Treading
the fine line between complete strangeness and noncommittal intimacy,
the two are soon sharing their innermost secrets and longings – until
they need to face the unavoidable question: Will their feelings, sent and
received virtually, survive the test of a real-life encounter? And what will
happen if they do?

A young widow faces the difficult choice between either abandoning her son or succumbing to endless poverty
and social degradation in present-day Iran.
Leila, a single working mom of two, lives in sanctions-gripped Iran. The factory she works at is in crisis: jobs are at stake. Kazem,
the factory bus driver, proposes marriage to Leila, but she hesitates to accept. He has a daughter the same age as her 12-year-old
son Amir, and since tradition frowns upon a young girl sharing a household with her stepbrother, Kazem tells Leila not to bring her
son until he marries his daughter off. When Leila is fired, she decides to stay with Kazem and leave Amir in the care of a boarding
school until she figures out how to manage his return. Yet, after a few months, Amir escapes. He faces Kazem, who urges him to
think about his family‘s future. Now, it is Amir who has to decide.

122 min | Romantic Comedy | DE
102 min | Drama | FA

Starring Nora Tschirner (RABBIT WITHOUT EARS), Alexander Fehling
(LABYRINTH OF LIES), Ulrich Thomsen (THE CELEBRATION)

Starring Raha Khodayari, Mahan Nasiri, Reza Behboodi, Shiva Ordooie, Maryam Boubani

Produced by Komplizen Film in co-production with Deutsche Columbia
Pictures Filmproduktion, Erfttal Film

Produced by Europe Media Nest s.r.o. and FilminIran
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feature film

feature film

OFFICIAL SELECTION

WINNER
AUDIENCE AWARD

CALGARY INTL
FILM FES

Based on the best-selling novel by Judith Kerr. From the director of the Academy Award®-winning NOWHERE IN AFRICA.

Based on a true story. From the producers of ANGRY INUK and BEGINNERS

Suppose your country began to change, suddenly becoming too dangerous for some to live in it. Suppose your father was one
of them. That is what happens to Anna in 1933. She is not sure who Hitler is. At nine years old, to her, he’s simply a face on the
posters all over Berlin. When her father goes missing, Anna realizes that the man on the posters is about to change everything,
starting with her own small life. She and her family hastily flee Germany, leaving her favorite stuffed pink rabbit behind. From
now on, she encounters life in exile and all the problems that come with that. Yet Anna grows up, finds new friends and learns
to take responsibility. So when her family has to move away yet again, she is certain she can do anything.

The Arctic North, 1998. Russ moves to Kugluktuk, a town with one of the highest suicide rates in North America, to work as
a teacher at the local school. He has no idea of the local culture and dire economic circumstances, and is stunned when he
arrives to a half-empty class of disillusioned highschoolers – the struggles they face are the result of centuries of colonization. To
motivate his students, Russ introduces a lacrosse program in the school and although he is first met with skepticism and ridicule,
Russ‘ commitment begins to win their trust. Together, they become The Grizzlies. Russ’ naiveté might have started a spark, but
ultimately, the kids take charge of their own fate – and might win more than a trophy.

110 min | Drama | DE

TIV AL

106 min | Drama | EN

Starring Riva Krymalowski, Carla Juri (BLADE RUNNER 2049), Oliver Masucci (NEVER LOOK AWAY, LOOK WHO‘S BACK)

Starring Ben Schnetzer, Emerald MacDonald, Booboo Stewart, Paul Nutariaq, Ricky Lee Marty-Pahtaykan, Tantoo Cardinal, Anna Lambe, Will Sasso

Produced by Sommerhaus Filmproduktion in co-production with Warner Bros. Entertainment, Nextfilm Filmproduktion, La Siala Entertainment,
Hugofilm Production and RAI Cinema

Produced by NORTHWOOD ENTERTAINMENT in association with Puhitaq, The Kennedy Marshall Company, Jake Steinfeld Productions, Pacific Northwest Pictures
and Mongrel Media
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kids & family

kids & family feature film

kids & family series

Megan and stallion Whitestar are a match made in heaven. But greedy stable owner Alex has different plans
and separates them. Now, Megan has only one chance to win Whitestar back.
Megan has always dreamed of being a successful dressage rider just like her dad. She even works for money-hungry stable
owner Alex to be around horses. When beautiful stallion Whitestar is born, they instantly form a deep, lasting bond. But
Whitestar turns out to be unmanageable and Alex decides to get rid of him. Saving him at the last minute, Megan hides the
horse and secretly starts training him. Alex gets a whiff of it when they win their first competition; he senses a profit and takes
Whitestar away. Megan is heartbroken. A few years later, she comes across Whitestar by chance and their bond proves to
still be intact. She will have just one more chance to win him back – a dressage competition in which everything is at stake.

You can accomplish almost everything and become an All-Round Champion.
A feel-good reality series that features ten of North America’s most decorated young athletes who compete in the ultimate
competition in sports like wakeboarding, gymnastics and skateboarding. The catch? They won’t be competing in their own
sports; they’ll be competing in each other’s. Scored on skill, sportsmanship and improvement, at the end of the series, one
athlete will be crowned the All-Round Champion.
Originally created by Norwegian public broadcaster NRK, ”Best i mest” was a huge success, winning an International Emmy®
Kids Award for Non-Scripted Entertainment, as well as a Prix Jeunesse.

82 min | Family Entertainment | NL

11 x 52 min | Reality | EN

Starring Richelle Plantinga, Sterre van Woudenberg, Valentijn Avé, Loek Peters, Bart Klever, Pim Wessels, Britt Dekker

Starring various

Produced by 2CFILM

Produced by marblemedia
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kids & family series

kids & family series

classical music
The prequel series where all masks come off!
Welcome to “The Face” – the show where only your appearance counts! It’s a big hit on TV – and the President’s favorite.
He wants all kids to live up to his motto, which includes their looks: “Keep it clean!” No flaws allowed. Kai is psyched when
he makes it on the show, while Roxy, whose dad works for them, hates even the concept. When the whole studio is taken
hostage, they and a couple of kids escape. The hostage takers’ plan: to force the President to step down. They believe he is
planning a coup to grab absolute power. Step by step, the kids get closer to the truth as everyone’s secrets start to unravel.
Who will the kids believe? Which side do they choose? And will they manage to save their parents – and each other?
8 x 25 min | Family Entertainment | NL
Starring Narek Awanesyan, Laura Van Der Meché, Rosaline Lantink, Narek Awanesyan, Joshua Halman, Laura Van Der Meché, Roeland Fernhout, Edwin Jonker
Produced by Umami Producties BV and EO
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BEETHOVEN’S 250TH ANNIVERSARY

The West-Eastern Divan Orchestra celebrates its 20th anniversary by
giving a concert at the Berlin Philharmonie with world-renowned artists:
Anne-Sophie Mutter and Yo-Yo Ma perform Beethoven’s Triple Concerto
together with Maestro Barenboim and the young musicians. “It is
fascinating to experience how brilliant, concentrated and at the same time
relaxed these three world stars make music together and listen to each
other. A masterpiece of harmony” (RBB24).

Photo: ©

WIENER PHILHARMONIKER
ANDRIS NELSONS
BEETHOVEN SYMPHONY CYCLE

BEETHOVEN TRIPLE CONCERTO
ANNE-SOPHIE MUTTER · YO-YO MA
DANIEL BARENBOIM · WEST-EASTERN DIVAN ORCHESTRA
BRUCKNER SYMPHONY NO. 9

To celebrate Beethoven’s 250th birthday, the Wiener Philharmoniker will perform
the Beethoven Symphony Cycle under the baton of Andris Nelsons throughout
Europe. Following the tour the full cycle will be performed from May 23 until 7
June 2020 twice at the Goldener Saal of the Musikverein in Vienna, where it will
be recorded with NHK’s advanced technology as the first Beethoven Cycle ever
in 8K Super High Vision, which is four times the quality of just introduced Ultra
High Definition. The aim is to create the Beethoven cycle for the 21st century,
musically and technical – which of course will also available in UHD or even HD.

Photo: © Monika Rittershaus

Length: 112' | Cat. no. A 055 51303 0000 | Concert
Triple Concerto available in
Soloists: Anne-Sophie Mutter (Violin),
Yo-Yo Ma (Cello), Daniel Barenboim (Piano)
West-Eastern Divan Orchestra conducted by Daniel Barenboim
A Production of UNITEL and RBB in co-production with ARTE
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Cat. no A 555 50070 0000 | Concert
Soloists: Lucy Crowe, Gerhild Romberger,
Klaus Florian Vogt, Günther Groissböck
Wiener Philharmoniker conducted by Andris Nelsons
A production of NHK and UNITEL

JOHN NEUMEIER · HAMBURG BALLETT
Photo: © Felix Bröde, Karl Schöndorfer, Peter Mayr

BEETHOVEN
PROJECT

Hamburg Ballett Director and Choreographer John Neumeier has created a ballet on the
music of Ludwig van Beethoven which ranges from solo dance to ensemble performance to
great classical ballet scenes. Aleix Martínez – "a force of nature" (tanz) – dances the leading
role as Beethoven at the Festspielhaus Baden-Baden. The dancers are phenomenal, a fantastic
ensemble performance that can only succeed if a company dances at such a high level as the
Hamburg Ballett.

"A choreographic poem inspired by
Beethoven’s music, and perhaps
by Beethoven himself"

FIDELIO

John Neumeier

Christoph Waltz directs Ludwig van Beethoven’s only opera "Fidelio" at the Theater an der
Wien, Vienna, venue of the world premiere. The musical direction is in the hands of the
internationally renowned conductor Manfred Honeck, while the prestigious German-American
architectural office Barkow Leibinger is responsible for the stage design.

Soloists: Eric Cutler, Nicole Chevalier, Gábor Bretz, Christof Fischesser, Mélissa Petit, Benjamin Hulett, Károly Szemerédy
Wiener Symphoniker conducted by Manfred Honeck
Staged by Christoph Waltz
Please note that all information is not contractual and subject to change.
A co-production of ORF and UNITEL
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Length: 134' | Cat. no. A 050 50694 | Ballet

Photo: © Kiran West

Length: approx. 140' | Cat. no. A 040 50125 | Opera

Dancers: Hamburg Ballett
Deutsche Radio Philharmonie conducted by Simon Hewett
Choreography, Lighting & Costumes John Neumeier
A production of SWR and UNITEL
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DER MESSIAS

STANISŁAW MONIUSZKO

At Theater an der Wien Stanislaw Moniuszko’s Polish national opera
"Halka" is performed by a superb cast including Corinne Winters
(“devotedly”) , Piotr Beczała (“vocally outstanding”) and Tomasz Konieczny (“his
acting is piercing”) (Der Standard). The Polish leading team, above all director
Mariusz Treliński, puts the plot into a supercooled crime aesthetic. The ORF
Radio Symphonie-Orchester Wien under the baton of Lukasz Borowicz plays
with perceptible delight.

Star director Robert Wilson stages Handel’s "Der Messias" in the
adaptation by Wolfgang Amadeus with surrealistic visual power,
Marc Minkowski conducts brilliantly Les Musiciens du Louvre.

"stunningly beautiful"
BR Klassik

"A gripping opera evening"
Length: approx. 135' | Cat. no. A 040 50126 | Opera

Photo: © Kinescope Film

HALKA

BY GEORGE FRIDERIC HANDEL
ARRANGED BY WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART

Beethoven The 5th · Zimmer He´s A Pirate · Nirvana Smells Like Teen Spirit · AC/DC Thunderstruck · Bach Air
Peterik Eye of the Tiger · de Abreu Tico Tico · van der Heijden Toccata · Aerosmith Walk this Way · Wonder
Superstition · Jackson Smooth Criminal · Albeniz y Pascual Asturias Paich Child´s Anthem · Beethoven Scherzo
from the 9 th Symphony · Debussy Clair de Lune · Coldplay Viva La Vida · AC/DC Back in Black · Withers Ain´t
No Sunshine Guetta Dangerous · Guns N’ Roses November Rain · Chatschaturjan Sabre Dance · Prince Purple
Rain · Queen Bohemian Rhapsody, One Vision, We Are The Champions, We Will Rock You · The Beatles Hey Jude

Length: 105' | Cat. no. A 005 50099 0000 | Concert
Soloist: David Garrett
A production of Kinescope Film GmbH and UNITEL

Wiener Zeitung

Soloists: Elena Tsallagova, Wiebke Lehmkuhl,
Richard Croft, José Coca Loza
Les Musiciens du Louvre conducted by Marc Minkowski
Staged by Robert Wilson
A production of ORF/3sat and UNITEL

HOLLYWOOD IN VIENNA
A NIGHT AT THE OSCARS

Soloists: Piotr Beczała, Corinne Winters,Tomasz Konieczny
ORF Radio-Symphonieorchester Wien conducted by Lukasz Borowicz
Staged by Mariusz Treliński
A production of ORF III, NHK and UNITEL
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usic

"Hollywood in Vienna" is the world’s first and unique film music gala concert,
celebrating the most renowned film composers of our time. This year’s gala is
dedicated to the motto "A Night at the Oscars" and to Gabriel Yared.
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Photo: © Schedl

Photo: © Lucie Jansch

Length: approx. 140' | Cat. no. A 040 50122 | Opera

Photo: © Monika Rittershaus

WITH GABRIEL YARED

and

Length: 87‘ | Cat. no. A 045 50122 000 | Concert

ym
man

Soloists: Judith Hill, Ramón Vargas, Gabriel Yared et al.
ORF Radio Symphonieorchester Wien conducted by Keith Lockhart
A Production of Interspot, Tomek Productions, ORF III, Ö1 and UNITEL
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ON THE OCCASION OF FR ANZ LEHÁR’S 150

TH

BIRTHDAY

RICHARD STRAUSS

FRANZ LEHÁR GALA

DER ROSENKAVALIER

THE LAND OF SMILES

STAGED BY ANDRÉ HELLER

Top-class soloists, the Staatskapelle Dresden and the Sächsischer
Staatsopernchor Dresden present highlights from Lehár’s popular
operetta "The Land of Smiles" ("Das Land des Lächelns"). Besides a
bittersweet love story, the piece offers one of the greatest operetta
hits: “Dein ist mein ganzes Herz”.

“One has hardly ever seen a more splendid,
elegant and opulent Rosenkavalier”

Photo: © Ruth Walz

Photo: © Matthias Creutziger

Süddeutsche Zeitung

HERBERT VON KARAJAN · LEONARD BERNSTEIN · CARLOS KLEIBER · KARL BÖHM

Length: approx. 230' | Cat. no. A 050 50717 | Opera
Soloists: Camilla Nylund, Michèle Losier, Nadine Sierra, Günther Groissböck
Staatskapelle Berlin conducted by Zubin Mehta
Staged by André Heller
A production of ZDF/3sat and UNITEL

Soloists: Jane Archibald, Erin Morley, Pavol Breslik
Staatskapelle Dresden conducted by Christian Thielemann
A production of ZDF, Sächsische Staatskapelle and UNITEL
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Photo: © Unitel

Length: approx. 90' | Cat. no. A 055 51298 000 | Concert

Unitel has always placed the greatest emphasis on quality, that includes the
production technology – for many years Unitel produced on 35 and 16mm film.
But also on the storage to ensure perfect conditions for the film negatives, which
were frozen at Unitel’s archive at minus 4 degrees centigrade. Thanks to a cooperation with NHK, you can experience now nine of the greatest performances
of all times with Karajan, Böhm, Bernstein and Kleiber in 8K image quality! The

negatives were carefully defrosted and scanned in Germany by state-of-the art
technology in 8K image quality. Then the scans were restorated in Tokyo carefully frame by frame and successfully remastered to the digital high-definition
8K image quality with 22.2ch multichannel surround sound. These new masters
now allow distribution not only in 8K, but also in all current formats such as UHD
and HD. True gems – and even for everyone!
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UPCOMING EVENTS 2020

C E L E B R AT E W I T H U S T H E 1 0 0 T H A N N I V E R S A R Y O F T H E S A L Z B U R G F E S T I V A L

We proudly present a fine selection of our upcoming productions
and live events for the next months:

18 JULY – 30 AUGUST 2020

JULY – AUGUST
BBC PROMS

AUGUST
GIUSEPPE VERDI: LA TRAVIATA

Maestro Riccardo Muti conducts Mozart’s
comedic opera with a superb cast including
Marianne Crebassa and Julie Fuchs in a staging
by Chiara Muti at the State Opera Vienna.

Unitel presents the musical highlights from the
BBC Proms at the Royal Albert Hall, one of the
largest and important classical music festivals in
the world.

Star soprano Sonya Yoncheva will perform in a
ravishing staging by legendary Franco Zeffirelli
in the stunning Arena di Verona.

Please note that all information is not contractual and subject to change.
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Photo: © Tourismus Salzburg

MAY
W. A. MOZART: COSÌ FAN TUTTE

ELEKTRA · DON GIOVANNI · TOSCA · DIE ZAUBERFLÖTE · INTOLLERANZA · BORIS
GODUNOW · DON PASQUALE · DER MESSIAS · WIENER PHILHARMONIKER
CITY OF BIRMINGHAM SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA · WEST-EASTERN DIVAN
ORCHESTRA · MUSICAETERNA · PITTSBURGH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
BERLINER PHILHARMONIKER ·ENSEMBLE PGYMALION · BEETHOVEN
CYCLE: IGOR LEVIT PLAYS ALL BEETHOVEN PIANO SONATAS · JEDERMANN
HERBERT VON KARAJAN YOUNG CONDUCTOR’S AWARD and more

Please note that all information is not contractual and subject to change.
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AVANT PREMIÈRE CATALOGUE 2020

Discover more classical music!
Unitel is one of the world’s leading producers of classical music
programmes for film, television, video and new media. Browse through the
complete Unitel catalogue of more than 2,000 titles at

www.unitel.de

CATALOGUE 2020

For further information please visit the Unitel stand at the Beta Film booth
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